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GROWING PAiNS 
Ohio artists explore life's journey 

Life. There is no guidebook, no way to 
plan, and no absolute path. Childhood, 
adolescence, career, marriage, children, 
aging-it's anyone's guess what is the 
best way to navigate these universals. 
Humans are creatures of experience. 
We learn by doing and use our elders, who 
treaded through the same waters only a 
generation before, as models. Life happens 
to you. These are everyone's growing pains. 

Curating is always an exploratory undertaking. 

There is the kernel of an idea, unformed-hopeful but 

vague. The curator feeds the seed by visiting artists, 

talking about their work and their lives, until suddenly 

there is a seminal moment where everything gels and 

the whole thing blossoms, bearing the fruit of a full 

and complete exhibition. 

Each of the artists participating in Growing Pains helped 

to create this organic body. In this exhibition, we explore 

the voyage from infancy onward: growing up, parenting and 

growing old. The viewer is invited to dig below the surface, to 

remember, or consider a different time, different life choices. 

In much of the work, the media, process and materials 

often have a direct correlation to the story being told. 

In Robert "Boomer" Moore's ceramic sculptures the 

clay is often indigenous to Ohio. The idea of Mother Earth 

is somewhat ironic and yet the experience of fathering

the necessary disconnect between a new father and his 

nursing infant-is explicit here. His works are full of 

sci-fi trappings and at the same time reflect an earnest 

wish to be able to provide and nurture the very 

substance that nature prohibits him to supply. 

Native materials come up again in Nathaniel Parsons' 

piece, As the River Grows. Parsons' childhood was spent 

playing along the banks of the Chagrin River, and this 

experience directly influences his work. This site-specific 

ins ta I lation includes an iconic figure for the artist-

the River Boy-cast in a homemade sandbox along with 

animal figurines and forming a structure that is reminiscent 

of the Squaw Rock in Chagrin Falls. The assembled figures 

represent a natural strata-mortality, decay and life

as the boulder melts into the river, this piece shows the 

wear of creation. 

In Christina Pereyma's work, the ritual of 

collecting flower petals and eggshells to construct 

the almost impossible object of a protective device 

or veil is equated to performance. It is through these 

actions that she relates to her observations of mothering 

and maturing. Here, the veil is a device that mimics 

parental desire: to shield and keep safe, to preserve and 

to maintain control. The photograph of the veiling is a 

meaningful moment captured: how does this ephemeral 

yet physical barrier affect our impression of the hidden 

subject or holder of the veil? 
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Lynn Whitney's photography tells of the deeper 

context of family life. The active patterns of child 

rearing and the partnership between mother and father 

are evidenced here. In her earlier pieces, Whitney includes 

herself in the picture frame, participating in the unrehearsed 

movements between the generations. The mundane gestures 

gain importance here. In her later works she is the observer, 

glimpsing her children's maturation-the identification 

of the individual in the familial framework is profound 

and melancholy. 

Using photography as a journaling device, 

Bridget Murphy Milligan revisits her childhood home 

in central Ohio. The photographs become the basis for 

her mixed-media paintings, which include materials 

from her family farm. Here, the artist reconciles some 

of the conflicts that she experienced growing up in a 

constrained yet idealized environment. Milligan traverses 

the chasm between childhood innocence and adult 

recognition by relating the impact of memory to the 

recording of place, resulting in works that are both 

dreamlike and at the same time expose a truth. 
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Brool<e Inman's work also reads like a diary. In State 
Proofs of My Life, Inman uses basic intaglio techniques to 
generate autobiographical images from a single matrix. 
She creates a drawing on a single etching plate, then prints 
one or two prints, only to erase the entire image off of the 
plate and start a new drawing. The suite of prints that result 

contain memory-ghosts of each version or state seen 
previously. The metaphorical impact of this is clear, we are 
the sum of our parts, no experience is unaffected by our past. 

The Dozens (Denise Burge, Tracy Featherstone, Elaine 
Lynch, Letitia Quesenbery, Lisa Siders-Kinney,Jennifer 
Usticl<) are investigating identity-real and fantasy. 
Burge, an accomplished textile artist at 42, extends 
her creative output to an unexplored media: music video. 
In Multiply, Burge collaborates with people who she believes 
embody a persona that she either relates to or would like to 
emulate. Each piece reflects that which Burge finds most 
explicit about each partner's personality, and she assumes 
these fantasy characteristics through the work. Through 
this synergy, Burge has been able to excavate her own ideas 
of femininity, creative impulse and her own individuality. 

Janis Mars Wunderlich's ceramic figures respond 
directly to her real-life experience. A prolific artist, 
Wunderlich began having children at an early age. 
As her family has grown, her work has become her coping 

mechanism. Wunderlich's figures explode with physical 
action and humor illustrating the challenges, joys and 

demands that she experiences everyday. Here the family 
unit is reinvented-children overpower parents, physical 
boundaries are tested and personalities are exaggerated 
through caricature. 
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Migiwa Orimo's works explore the relationship 
between parent and child. Orimo's mother suffered a 
massive stroke in June of 2000, after which she was brought 
from Japan to Yellow Springs where Orimo could care for her. 
This decision had significant impact professionally, personally 
and emotionally. By using the MR I of her mother's brain, 
Orimo utilizes the scientific fact as a backdrop as she exca

vates her relationship as daughter and caretaker, reflecting 
on the bridge between generation, culture and nature. 

Cultural identity is at the forefront of Eliana Calle-Saari's 
woodcuts. Saari, a native of Colombia, questions not only 
the cross-generational ties between mothers and daughters, 
but also the connection to ethnicity. There is a sense of 
displacement in these works, the fear of losing one's sense 
of history through cultural assimilation. In her vibrant 
woodcuts, the physical act of cutting away to reveal the 
image metaphorically relates to the investigation that 
Saari is conducting in order to discover what is left 
of her ancestral origins. 

Through the narratives about Benjy Davies' own 
family life, we experience both sides of the parent-child 
divide. The rational world that one tries so hard to master 
as an adult is shattered by parenthood. In Davies' works, 
the inner life of young children is exposed, whether through 
direct and close observation, or through allegory. Here, 
the child has control of reality, and the rich fantasy world 
is made palpable. There is vulnerability to Davies' subjects, 
and his lithographs realistically chronicle the highs and 
pitfalls of family life. 

Originally trained as a scientist, Michael Arrigo's 
paintings traverse the split between the realm of physics 
and consciousness. Using images from satellites and popular 
children's culture, Arrigo's visual vocabulary reflects his 
desire to resolve the disconnect between expectation and 
reality. In his paintings, the connection between images and 
the physical space in which they are contained becomes 
a key part of his narrative. Chaos and order are very, 
sometimes uncomfortably, interrelated in Arrigo's structure. 

Paige Williams creates a visual lexicon through her 
vibrant self-reflective paintings. The new experience of 
parenting paired with her desire to explore the dichotomies 
that are inherent with that conflicted state is reflected in 
her abstract, broad works. Williams creates a glossary of 
marks from those made in her young son's drawings, his 
toys, clothing and other icons that have suddenly transformed 
her physical and aesthetic life. Williams dissects these clips 
and translates them into structures that have a story to tel I. 

The stories of children, and the impact of life's 
expectations drive Liz Maugans' works. These etchings 
examine the awkwardness of growing up, the pain of 
self-discovery and the desire to exceed the limits of youth. 
As viewers, we want to protect these characters, and yet 
there is a universal that is offered up here-we have been 
where they are. Maugans' treatment of language coupled 
with her imagery is poignant and at the same time reveals 
an uninhibited tableau of childhood. 

Marcella Hacl<bardt challenges the stringent 
categories and societal expectations that identify us 
through our choices. In Flesh and Blood, Hackbardt pairs 
images to create dual realties and fable-like narratives 
about the gifts granted from generation to generation. 
In All Boy, the artist photographs boys who are defying 
societal constraints by participating in dance. The images 
expose each boy's self-awareness, both through physicality 
and expression, and celebrate the freedom of masculine 
movement through a traditionally feminine athletic form. 
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
VISIT WWW.RIFFEGALLERY.ORG 

Riffe Gallery Location: • 
Downtown Columbus � 
Vern Riffe Center 
for Government & the Arts 
77 South High Street, first floor 

Contact: 
Phone: 614/644-9624 
TTY/TDD use Ohio Relay Service 
1-800-750-0750
E-mail: riffegal lery@oac.state.oh.us

Riffe Gallery Summer Hours 
July 27 - September 13, 2006 
Tues. 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Wed. 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Thurs. 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Fri. 10 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. 
Sat.& Sun. noon - 4 p.m. 
Closed Monday and state holidays 
(Visit www.riffegallery.org for 
gallery hours after September 13) 
FREE ADMISSION 

RIFFE GALLERY EVENTS 
All events are free and open to the public. 
OPENING RECEPTION 
Thursday, July 27, 6 - 8 p.m. 
GALLERY TOUR 
Friday, July 28, noon - 1 p.m. 
Join curator Bellamy Printz for a free 
guided tour of the exhibition. 

FAMILY WORKSHOP 
MAKE YOUR OWN SCULPTURE 
Saturday, September 23, 10 a.m. - noon 

Come to the Riffe Gallery to meet artist Janis Mars 
Wunderlich and learn how to make a sculpture during 
this fun, free workshop. Using colorful, nontoxic and 
fast-drying clay, children will learn hand-building 
techniques including color mixing and texturing. 
Materials are provided. This workshop is recommended 
for children ages 5 to 16. All children must be 
accompanied by an adult. 

Registration is required as space is limited, 
e-mail: riffegallery@oac.state.oh.us
or phone 614fi28-2239.
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The Ohio Arts Council is a state agency that funds 
and supports quality arts experiences to strengthen Ohio 
communities culturally, educationally and economically. 

Bob Taft, Governor 
Susan R. Sofia, OAC Board Chair 
Julie S. Henahan, OAC Interim Executive Director 

The Ohio Arts Council is an equal opportunity employer. 

The Ohio Arts Council's Riffe Gallery showcases 
the work of Ohio's artists and curators, exhibitions 
produced by the Ohio Arts Council's International 
Program and the collections of the region's museums 
and galleries. The Riffe Gallery's Education Program 
seeks to increase public appreciation and understanding 
of those exhibitions. 
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1 Front Cover: Janis Mars Wunderlich, 

Laundry Monkeys, 2005, 18" x 8" x 6" 

6 Back Cover: Migiwa Orimo,MRl/15:52(TracinglvldMapping), 

oil on 12 canvases, 2002, 96" X 72" 




